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Chapter 54

Lawyer Liu smiled slightly and put another package on the table smiling, “This is for
auntie’s body tonic!”

Just a moment ago, Milda Hao has returned to the private room from the back kitchen, a
hearing this quickly received with both hands, full of smiles: “Lawyer Liu is really polite,
this time you help us, how can we accept your gift!”

“Oh! I wasn’t much help last time, so this gift is nothing!” Lawyer Liu smiled
unrestrainedly and sat down directly next to Maya Shen.

This move pre-empted the others, and he used it beautifully, immediately gaining Robert
Shen’s favor, when he looked at the way Robert Shen looked at him, as if he wanted
Lawyer Liu to be his own son.

So he sat next to Maya Shen, surprisingly no one felt abnormal.

Haoden Ye was not happy when he saw this person, seeing him sitting directly next to
his wife, his heart was even more awkward, but now his father-in-law and mother-in-law
were happy, he could not say it.

“Lawyer Liu is young and promising, what a model for you young people!” Robert Shen
exclaimed.

“Where!” Lawyer Liu smiled with a dashing modesty and turned to look at Maya Shen
and smiled, “Miss Shen is the role model for our young people, she is already the
director of the company at a young age!” There was undisguised goodwill in his eyes.



Maya Shen was originally happy that he gave his parents a gift, and when she sensed
the meaning in his gaze, her brows furrowed.

Haoden Ye was sitting right next to him, and Lawyer Liu was so blatantly expressing his
affection for her, making her feel very uncomfortable.

She quietly turned her head to look at Haoden Ye, but she saw that Haoden Ye was full
of anger, but didn’t dare to pit a single word, and Maya Shen’s heart was again
disappointed and sad.

“Where, I still have a lot to learn from you!” Maya Shen faintly returned a sentence, her
tone neither cold nor hot.

Lawyer Liu’s eyes flickered with a touch of coldness, and laughed coldly in his heart,
“He is guarding a waste of a husband, but he still treats me neither cold nor hot, sooner
or later I’ll let you deal with obedience!” Eyes a glance, looked at Haoden Ye eyes full of
provocation.

Of course, Haoden Ye noticed his gaze, and had the intention to fight back, but thinking
that his father-in-law and mother-in-law were in a good mood at this time, he had to hold
back from speaking, and Lawyer Liu smiled proudly, which turned to joking with Robert
Shen.

He is very clear how to win the girl’s goodwill, so just a look did not get Maya Shen’s
response, he no longer continue to pester, but laugh and Robert Shen chatted up.

As a lawyer, lawyer Liu’s eloquence is naturally very good, talk funny and elegant, very
able to mobilize people’s emotions.

Even such a knowledgeable person as Robert Shen, his goodwill towards him also
gradually rose.



Maya Shen looked at the lawyer Liu laughs freely style, and then look at Haoden Ye did
not say anything, like a gourd, heart is not very good, get up and go out without saying a
word.

She just left the private room a short while later, suddenly a loud noise outside.

Milda Hao heard, quickly got up to go out to see, but the old half day did not come back
the noise is even louder.

Finally, Robert Shen and Haoden Ye also noticed that something was wrong, and got up
at the same time to go out to see.

When they arrived inside the hall, the two men’s faces changed slightly, but they saw a
man lying inside the hall, twitching and foaming at the mouth, while there were several
strong men standing next to him, all with a fierce look on their faces.

Milda Hao and Maya Shen, mother and daughter, standing opposite each other, were
now red in the face, arguing with a few men about something, and they were
surrounded by many people, all guests of the restaurant!

Haoden Ye hurried over, but heard one of the men say, “Why go to the office and say it,
I’m going to say it right here! The food my brother ate was recommended by your
daughter, surely your daughter deliberately harmed my brother by specifically
recommending questionable dishes, making my brother like this, if you don’t give me an
explanation today, I’ll smash your restaurant!”

“This gentleman, please don’t get excited, it’s okay if you don’t go to the office, is it okay
if we wait for the doctor and the police to arrive first?” With a bitter smile on her face,
Milda Hao’s tone was actually somewhat set.

“Hmph! Who knows if you’ll hide the evidence until the police arrive, so pay up now or
I’ll do it!” The man didn’t give any room to turn the tables at all and looked vicious.



Haoden Ye knew what was going on as soon as he heard it, it should be a customer
who had eaten badly and came over to pick a fight, he quickly walked over.

Lawyer Liu followed Haoden Ye, glancing at the scene inside the hall, the corner of his
mouth overflowed a smirk.

But at this moment, the man who was arguing with Milda Hao raised his head, and his
gaze met with Lawyer Liu’s, and both of them had a flash of light in their eyes.

Not bad, these people were the social thugs he had found, and he was very unhappy
that he had taken a beating last time at the Industrial and Commercial Bureau, so he
took the opportunity to find someone to pick a fight with, and then he made his own
move to scare off these people, and focused on playing in front of Maya in front of the
Shen family.

“Later, let it know that it’s no use at all to have something happen to that useless
husband of his, and the solution to the problem still depends on me!” With a cold smile,
Lawyer Liu quickly walked over.

Haoden Ye had already reached Milda Hao’s side, and without saying a word, he went
to grab that person’s pulse.

“What are you doing!” The man who was leading the trouble saw Haoden Ye’s action
and immediately shouted and reached out his hand to stop Haoden Ye.

Robert Shen was having a headache about how to solve things now, and when he saw
Haoden Ye’s action he couldn’t help but get furious and said in an angry voice, “Haoden
Ye, what are you messing with, get out of my way!”

“Don’t get me wrong, I can heal, I can save him!” Haoden Ye was grateful to explain to
his father-in-law and Maya Shen.



Two people of course will not believe him, Maya Shen just now was very angry, now see
Haoden Ye is not pretending to understand, even more angry, petulantly snapped: “You
get out of my way, still not enough chaos now? You know how to heal? Why didn’t I
know!”

Of course, Milda Hao knew that Haoden Ye could heal, but she also didn’t believe that
Haoden Ye could help the man on the ground, and said with a cold face, “Learn some
acupuncture and think you can’t afford to get old, get out!”

Haoden Ye smiled bitterly and had to retreat back.

However, he didn’t give up, but secretly observed the patient.

Just at this time, Lawyer Liu walked up to everyone and smiled slightly at Milda Hao,
“Don’t worry auntie, leave this to me!”

As soon as he said that, the Shen family’s face relaxed and Robert Shen looked
worried, “This time the matter is so big, Lawyer Liu won’t be too troublesome, right?”

Lawyer Liu smiled dashingly and walked up to a few men, “I’m a lawyer from the
Servcorp Law Firm, you can talk to me about anything!”

Those people were all negotiators, and as soon as they heard Lawyer Liu say that he
was a lawyer, they immediately cooperated and showed a fearful look.

“Law…lawyer! Even if you’re a lawyer, it’s useless, you’ll be responsible for anything
that happens to our brother at your restaurant!” The one who led the trouble snorted, “I,
Liu Lao Er, have been in this area for so many years, and I can be considered a
respectable figure, don’t think you can scare me just because you’re a lawyer.”

Chapter 55



Seeing that as soon as Lawyer Liu stepped forward, the flames of several people in Liu
Lao Er weakened, Robert Shen and Milda Hao could not help but sigh.

Robert Shen whispered, “Hey! It’s just a matter of having a dependable person around
when things go wrong!”

Milda Hao also nodded along, and this time it was Maya Shen who had a less intense
antipathy towards Lawyer Liu’s side.

The three people forgot that Haoden Ye was standing behind them.

Haoden Ye did not put too much emphasis on the words of the three people, he is now
focusing on the patient on the ground, after careful observation, Haoden Ye found that
this patient symptoms and any disease he can think of are not right.

Haoden Ye had no choice but to make a wish to the Koi, “Let me know how that patient
should be treated!”

In the dantian, a purple bubble disappeared, while Haoden Ye’s mind rang with the
words, “Faking illness, no treatment needed!”

Haoden Ye just suddenly realized, no wonder he couldn’t see any illness, he was faking
it, these people were here to blackmail people!

Thinking of this, he felt angry in his heart, and then seeing Lawyer Liu talking and
laughing about handling things, he felt even more unhappy.

Suddenly, Haoden Ye thought of someone and immediately pulled out his phone.

“Brother Six, I have something here, please do me a favor!” Haoden Ye called the Sixth
Brother he met last time.



His cell phone numbers were all cloud backups, so if he got a new phone, he could still
find Sixth Brother’s number.

The reason why he called Sixth Brother, because he knew that everything blackmail,
there must be a very fine preparation, this matter even if the lawyer Jin came, as long
as the other party insisted on saying that his body is not comfortable, or ruthlessly
simply eat some expired food again, the lawyer Jin also took him no way.

That Liu Lao Er is not a serious person at a glance, and only a daoist like Sixth Brother
can deal with him.

At this point in the crowd, Lawyer Liu continued to pretend to negotiate with Liu Lao Er,
“Of course we will pay compensation, but we will also wait for the police to come to
determine the amount of compensation, but if you dare to break a little something here,
we will also pursue your legal responsibility!”

Liu Lao Er immediately showed a look of “fear” and snorted, “Well, for your sake, I won’t
smash anything, let’s wait for the police!”.

Hearing Liu Lao Er’s words, the crowd of onlookers resounded with whispers.

“This lawyer is so powerful, he calmed down this gang of vicious people in two words!”

“Not only is he awesome, he’s handsome too, is he the son of the owner here? It
doesn’t look like it!”

“It should be the boss’s son-in-law, look at the two of them, they’re a perfect match!”

Lawyer Liu heard these voices and quietly took a look at the Shen family, but saw that
the three Shen family members simply ignored these people’s misunderstanding, and
was inevitably disappointed.



Soon, sirens sounded and several policemen walked in.

“Captain Wang!” As soon as he saw the visitors, Lawyer Liu immediately went up to
greet them warmly.

Captain Wang saw Lawyer Liu, his face also showed a smile, slowly came over and
said, “Oh, old Liu, what happened here?”

He said, looking at the man playing dead on the floor and frowning, “It looks serious,
hasn’t the ambulance come yet?”

As he said, his gaze swept over Liu Lao Er, seeing that his eyes were not unfamiliar to
several people.

“Liu Lao Er, why are you also here, does this matter have something to do with you as
well?” Captain Wang looked serious.

“Captain Wang, you have to make decisions for us, my brother ate badly at their place
to become like this!” Liu Lao Er was clearly unforgiving and shouted loudly.

Wang captain frowned at the news, Shen family members saw, face also became
worried.

Lawyer Liu smiled slightly, bar Captain Wang pulled down the Shen family in front of him
and smiled, “Captain Wang, I also have a good relationship with your director, you can
see if this matter can be handled in a low profile!”

Captain Wang looked immediately embarrassed and said, “This is not easy, this Liu Lao
Er is known as a yokel!”

When Milda Hao heard this, she looked tight and quickly said, “Team Wang must help
us, spend as much money as you want!”



Captain Wang still looked very confused, “I’m afraid this matter can’t be solved by
spending money!”

“Oh, there are still things you can’t solve in this generation, Team Wang?” Lawyer Liu
smiled faintly and said, “I also have a good relationship with the leadership of the city
public security bureau, this matter is resolved, how about inviting the Wang team and
the leadership of the city public security bureau for tea some other day?”

The Wang team’s eyes lit up at this, his kind of piece of police is not good to get ahead,
and some of them are just holding on to the slap for the rest of their lives, so if there is a
chance to get in touch with the city’s leaders, there are many benefits for him.

“Oh, it’s settled then, hold this matter over me!” The Wang team laughed and nodded
gently, then said, “But compensation must be paid, and this Liu Lao Er is not easy to
talk to!”

Milda Hao listened and nodded busily, only then did Wang team went to Liu Lao Er’s
side and whispered something.

Less than two minutes, Wang team came back, to lawyer Liu: “The other side said, in
addition to medical expenses, another in compensation 20,000 yuan on the line!”

As soon as she heard that things were solved so easily, Milda Hao was relieved and
looked at lawyer Liu with a grateful face.

At this time, the ambulance also rushed over, and a few doctors carrying a stretcher
hurried over.

However, at this time, a bright and inconspicuous van stopped in front of the restaurant,
and three people came down from it, one of which was Six.

The doctor carrying the stretcher had just arrived at the door when he was stopped by
Sixth Son.



“What are you guys doing! Can you afford to pay for this patient’s crisis situation and
delayed treatment?” A doctor raged at Six.

Hearing the noise, everyone in the restaurant was surprised and ran out to see.

“Rok…Rokko-san!” As soon as Team Wang and Liu Lao Er looked at the people, their
faces changed, and they didn’t even dare to go forward to stop Sixth Son.

When the Shen family saw the look on the faces of the Wang team and Liu Lao Er, they
also revealed a look of surprise.

Sixth son sneered, glanced at the people on the stretcher, and spoke sternly, “Aigoo,
this time we’re playing big, playing dead with me, if you don’t get up, I’ll make you really
go to hell!”

With a word, the half-dead man on the stretcher suddenly sat up, roundly rolled to the
ground, and said with a frightened face, “Brother Six, I’m sorry, we didn’t know this
place was under your cover, please spare us!”

Everyone in and out of the restaurant saw this scene and turned pale!

“He’s… pretending to be sick, blackmailing people!” Someone reacted quickly and
immediately shouted.

Brother Sixth Son sneered, his eyes narrowed as he looked over at Liu Lao Er .

Liu Lao Er’s face went white and raised his hand to point at Lawyer Liu, “Sixth Brother
doesn’t care about us, he’s the one who told us to blackmail the Shen family…”

Chapter 56



The storm clouds suddenly changed, and everyone’s eyes focused on Lawyer Liu.

“You… don’t talk nonsense, I can sue you for slander!” Lawyer Liu’s face turned red and
he looked at Liu Lao Er angrily.

“Lawyer Liu, I’m sorry, I, Liu Lao Er, am a Daoist, and the boss of the Daoist is Sixth
Brother, the most I can do if I offend you is go to jail, and if I provoke Sixth Brother, I can
lose my life!” Liu Lao Er smiled bitterly at Lawyer Liu.

“Lawyer Liu, is what he said true? Did you send someone to bother us?” Milda Hao
couldn’t believe it and looked at Lawyer Liu.

Lawyer Liu’s face was red and white and he stared at her, not knowing what to say.

“Get out of here now!” Sixth Brother shouted angrily at Liu Lao Er’s few men, and Liu
Lao Er’s men ran away on their feet.

“Captain Wang, you see it’s still troublesome to have you and your comrade from the
hospital come over here!” Having chased away a few people from Liu Lao Er, Sixth
Brother grinned at Captain Wang.

Captain Wang’s cheek twitched and he laughed very far-fetched, “What’s the matter,
we’re public servants! Since it’s fine, I’ll take my people away.” After saying that, he
quickly gave Lawyer Liu a wink, signaling him to run.

Lawyer Liu reacted quickly and quietly left the crowd.

The surrounding water couldn’t see that the Wang team was very afraid of this sixth
brother, and their faces all showed surprise, such a person, the owner of this restaurant
even knew?



The doctor and the police were gone, and only then did Brother Six walk up to the
entrance of the restaurant, and surprisingly, he didn’t greet the Shen family, but walked
straight up to the most inconspicuous Haoden Ye in the crowd, his waist bent, and his
smile became flattering, “Brother Ye, this is still done properly, isn’t it?”

Everyone stared, the Sixth Brother who was scared to death of the Wang team just now,
was so respectful to this waste of Shen family.

Haoden Ye was very happy and grateful to see the matter resolved and said to Sixth
Brother, “Thank you, Sixth Brother!”

“Haha! We’re all friends, why so polite!” When Sixth Brother saw how much respect
Haoden Ye had for him, he immediately showed a flattered look and turned to his men,
“Come, bring over the gift!”

Immediately a younger brother came over with a small bag, and Sixth Brother smilingly
took out the contents: “I heard that uncle likes antiques, so I had someone panning for
one, they said it was from the Qianlong period, I don’t know if it’s real!”

“What a beautiful Jade Buddha!” When they saw what was inside, someone
immediately couldn’t help but cry out in surprise.

A jade Buddha’s thumb size, reasonably speaking it was nothing unusual, but this jade
Buddha’s body was glittering and its color was very bright, a glance was not an ordinary
item, if this item was placed on the market, it would be 700,000 to 800,000!

Robert Shen saw it, and his eyes couldn’t be diverted.

Haoden Ye hurriedly excused himself, but Sixth Brother was very resolute and forcefully
shoved it into his hand, then hurriedly left.

“Dad, you’ve always liked antiques, so I’ll give this to you!” Haoden Ye brought the jade
Buddha in front of Robert Shen and smiled.



Robert Shen looked at the jade Buddha with a longing light shining inside his eyes, but
he didn’t reach out to receive it.

“Haoden Ye, who is this Sixth Brother and what does it have to do with you!” Robert
Shen’s face was pale and his tone was serious.

Haoden Ye heard that his tone wasn’t right and his heart couldn’t help but sink.

“Haoden Ye, when did you get involved with the mob as well, what the hell is going on
here!” Milda Hao also came over with a frown, “Those people aren’t good people, we
don’t want their stuff!”

Haoden Ye swept his gaze, but he saw that the eyes of the Shen family members
looking at themselves were all starting to become stern.

He couldn’t help but smile bitterly in his heart, if it wasn’t for Sixth Brother, today they
would not only have to pay for the money, but also let Lawyer Liu cheat them, why did
the Shen family’s eyes only see that they had a good relationship with Sixth Brother,
and couldn’t see that they had done them a big favor?

“Haoden Ye, how have you learned badly now, you used to be useless but still honest!”
Maya Shen also came over and spoke in a low tone, “That lawyer Liu is not a good
person, but at most, he’s only cheating us out of a little money, and you have
connections with the triads, so if there’s trouble in the future, it’s not good for you or for
us!”

Haoden Ye’s heart couldn’t help but swell with anger as he listened to the words of the
Shen family!

“You only see that I’m on good terms with Sixth Brother, haven’t you ever thought that if
it wasn’t for him, you would have been cheated by Lawyer Liu? That lawyer Liu is
interested in Mu Ya at a glance, is he doing all this just for the money?” Haoden Ye
clenched his fist, angry.



In the past, even if Haoden Ye was angry, he never dared to refute, but today, he even
questioned himself in such a tone, making Robert Shen look very ugly.

Especially when Haoden Ye said in front of so many people that Lawyer Liu was doing
this to hit Maya Shen’s idea, it made Robert Shen feel very humiliated.

“Haoden Ye, you’ve gone too far, we’re saying that you’re doing it for your own good! If it
was anyone else, we wouldn’t even bother talking!” Robert Shen spoke sternly to
Haoden Ye.

“Haoden Ye, your father said that you are also doing this for your own good, think about
who that sixth brother is, why is he treating you so badly?” When Milda Hao saw the
family in such a state, she had a worried look on her face and quickly persuaded
Haoden Ye.

In fact, the Shen family’s consideration was not unnecessary, they couldn’t understand
why Brother Sixth Son was so respectful to Haoden Ye.

“Whatever you guys think, Brother Sixth Son is my friend, if you guys don’t like it, forget
it!” Haoden Ye’s long-standing grievances finally erupted, and his voice was close to a
roar.

“Haoden Ye, can’t you be more mature!” Maya Shen’s pretty face was red with anger.

“Fine, I’m not good enough for you okay, you guys don’t want to see me, I won’t appear
in front of you in the future!” Haoden Ye roared, turned around and walked away.

The Shen family looked at Haoden Ye’s departing back, all with angry faces.

When Haoden Ye arrived at his shop, his mood finally calmed down, and thinking back
on what had just happened, he had some hidden regrets.



He had been eating and drinking for free in the Shen family for so many years, and the
Shen family had always been very kind to him.

And there was actually nothing wrong with the Shen family’s consideration, people like
Robert Shen who came out of formal intellectuals were very wary of someone like Sixth
Brother.

Most importantly, he was always unable to part with Maya Shen in his heart.

While he was thinking, Haoden Ye’s phone rang.

“Brother Ye, I just found out that someone on the road wants to deal with your family!”
The call was from Sixth Brother: “The people are from the provinces, the kind that take
money to do things, I still know their exact location.”

Haoden Ye got nervous and quickly said, “Does Sixth Brother have a way to protect
them?”

“I can send someone to keep an eye on the situation over at the restaurant, but the
school and the big company won’t be able to do anything about it,” Sixth Brother said.

“That’s a problem for Sixth Brother!” Haoden Ye hurriedly gave a thank you.


